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Publisher's description: Presence-Centered Youth Ministry shows how classic
disciplines, symbols and practices that have sustained the church over the centuries
can shape the worldviews, virtues and habits of young people today. Come explore the
deeper terrain of an ancient faith; your students are sure to follow.
Robert Pack is an accomplished poet, a critic, and the director of the Bread Loaf
Writers' Conference. In this volume, he offers twenty essays on the craft of writing and
the nature of lyric poetry. He pays homage to those master poets whose high
achievements have inspired his own work, and he reflects on human mortality and the
consolations that help us to survive--the related pleasures of poetry, laughter, and
music. The first section of the book consists of three essays dealing with the poem as a
form of the doubling of consciousness, poetic inheritance and the sense of tradition,
and poetic art as a form of laughter. Pack examines poetic texts as a critical observer,
but ends each essay with subjective reflections, implicitly acknowledging that we all
bring our passions with us when we read. The second section contains fourteen brief
essays on various aspects of poetic craft, the sense of literary community, the
relationship between poetry and music, between poetry and science, between one's
psychology and one's imagination. Informal and anecdotal, these meditations combine
literary analysis and insight with personal revelation. The third section is composed of
three essays, all grounded in the author's reading of the Book of Job. The first develops
a comparison between Darwin's theory of evolution and the image of God as an amoral
creator in the Book of Job. The second traces the influence of the Book of Job on
poems by Blake, Hopkins, Frost, and Stevens. The third explores the themes of
betrayal and nothingness through an extended comparison of the Book of Job and King
Lear.
A structured strategic management approach is what’s needed to tackle the
revolutionary change the health care system has been experiencing. Today, health care
organizations have almost universally embraced the strategic perspective first
developed in the business sector and now have developed strategic management
processes that are uniquely their own. Health care leaders have found that strategic
thinking, planning, and managing strategic momentum are essential for coping with the
dynamics of the health care industry. Strategic Management has become the single
clearest manifestation of effective leadership of health care organizations. The 7th
edition of this leading text has been revised and updated to include a greater focus on
the global analysis of industry and competition; and analysis of the internal
environment. It provides guidance on strategic planning, analysis of the health services
environment (both internal and external) and lessons on implementation. It also looks at
organizational capability, sustainability, CSR and the sources of organizational inertia
and competency traps.
Use this comprehensive guide to write the "story" of your library.
As we hurtle into the twenty-first century, will we be passive downloaders of content or
active uploaders of meaning? The computer, writes Peter Lunenfeld, is the twenty-first
century's culture machine. It is a dream device, serving as the mode of production, the
means of distribution, and the site of reception. We haven't quite achieved the flying
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cars and robot butlers of futurist fantasies, but we do have a machine that can function
as a typewriter and a printing press, a paintbrush and a gallery, a piano and a radio, the
mail as well as the mail carier. But, warns Lunenfeld, we should temper our celebration
with caution; we are engaged in a secret war between downloading and
uploading--between passive consumption and active creation--and the outcome will
shape our collective futures. In The Secret War Between Downloading and Uploading,
Lunenfeld makes his case for using digital technologies to shift us from a consumption
to a production model. He describes television as the "the high fructose corn syrup of
the imagination" and worries that it can cause "cultural diabetes"; prescribes mindful
downloading, meaningful uploading, and "info-triage" as cures; and offers tips for
crafting "bespoke futures" in what he terms the era of "Web n.0" (interconnectivity to the
nth power). He also offers a stand-alone genealogy of digital visionaries, distilling a
history of the culture machine that runs from the Patriarchs (Vannevar Bush's WWII
generation) to the Hustlers (Bill Gates and Steve Jobs) to the Searchers (Larry Page
and Sergey Brin of Google fame). After half a century of television-conditioned
consumption/downloading, Lunenfeld tells us, we now find ourselves with a vast new
infrastructure for uploading. We simply need to find the will to make the best of it.
The Super Summary of World History Revised is a new and very compact history of the
world emphasizing western culture and political processes as of 2010. Mr. Daniel has
completely reviewed and rewritten major sections of his original work, The Super
Summary of World History, and published his updated work as the Super Summary of
World History Revised. The Super Summary is for the thinking person. This new history
raises exciting questions and puts events into new perspectives to stimulate real
thinking about history rather than accepting that the past as set in stone. History isnt
just names and dates, but a range of decisions and actions that often turn on the
smallest circumstance. The Super Summary analyzes a few events in depth but most
are put into their historical framework so the reader discern where and how all of this
action escorts us to the present day. If history seems dull, pick up The Super Summary
to discover that Western History is alive with controversy and consequence. The book
has 612 pages, over 83 Figures most of which are maps - a detailed Table of Contents,
a time line of essential events, a list of important on-line sources, an extensive index,
and 391 footnotes. At the end of key chapters is a list of reading and on-line sources to
help the reader expand their knowledge of history Plus a new "Let Us Learn" section
detailing what history can teach us. Throughout the text, critical names are in bold, and
extremely important events are in bold and italic print.
??????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ——??
???????????????????????????????John C. Bogle???
??????????——?????????????????????? ????????????????????? ???????????????????
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The book reexamines this long held belief, and argues that the historical method
is an excellent way to think about and represent the future. At the same time, the
book asserts that futurists should not view the future as a scientist might—aiming
for predictions and certainties—but rather should view the future in the same way
that an historian views the past.
???????90?????·????????????????????,?2018????????????,???????.?????????
?,?????????????????????????,?????.????????????,????????????????.????????
??????,????????????????????????.
By studying the work of hundreds of the most original and effective business
minds, the authors present a common architecture that illuminates exceptional
analysis and creative performance. 2 x 2 Thinking is characterized by a
fundamental appreciation for the dynamic and complex nature of business. The
best strategists go out of their way to tackle dilemmas rather than merely solve
problems. They use opposition, creative tension, iteration and transcendence to
get to the heart of issues and involve critical others in finding the best solutions.
The authors demonstrate how to apply the 2 x 2 approach to a wide range of
important business challenges.
To receive tenure college and university professors have long been required to
write scholarly monographs or articles, engage in serious research, and teach
effectively. In recent years, however, the emergence of digital scholarship has
revolutionized - and complicated - the picture in unexpected ways as new
electronic media have enabled academics to communicate scholarly material in
innovative formats such as websites, PowerPoint presentations, CD-ROMs, and
virtual reality "tours." Despite this growing output of sophisticated digital
scholarship, there has been little attempt to set standards, define basic issues
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and concepts, or integrate electronic scholarship into the tenure debate. This
collection of cutting-edge articles marks the first effort to evaluate the place of
digital scholarship in the tenure, promotion, and review process. As a primer
aimed at scholars, faculty members, and department chairs in the humanities,
social sciences, and other fields, as well as deans, provosts, and university
administrators, this collection examines the evolution of nontraditional
scholarship, analyzes the various formats, and suggests guidelines for
assessment on a scholarly level. It also examines the impact of digital
scholarship in the classroom and academy and explores new directions for the
future. This book will help shape policy in the murky world of tenure review and
could become a central text for scholars and administrators everywhere.
ANDY HARGREAVES Department of Teacher Education, Curriculum and
Instruction Lynch School of Education, Boston College, MA, U.S.A. ANN
LIEBERMAN Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Stanford,
CA, U.S.A. MICHAEL FULLAN Ontario Institute for Studies in Education,
University of Toronto, Canada DAVID HOPKINS Department for Education and
Skills, London, U.K. This set of four volumes on Educational Change brings
together evidence and insights on educational change issues from leading writers
and researchers in the field from across the world. Many of these writers, whose
chapters have been specially written for these books, have been investigating,
helping initiate and implementing educational change, for most or all of their
lengthy careers. Others are working on the cutting edge of theory and practice in
educational change, taking the field in new or even more challenging directions.
And some are more skeptical about the literature of educational change and the
assumptions on which it rests. They help us to approach projects of
understanding or initiating educational change more deeply, reflectively and
realistically. Educational change and reform have rarely had so much
prominence within public policy, in so many different places. Educational change
is ubiquitous. It figures large in Presidential and Prime Ministerial speeches. It is
at or near the top of many National policy agendas. Everywhere, educational
change is not only a policy priority but also major public news. Yet action to bring
about educational change usually exceeds people's understanding of how to do
so effectively.
Daily meditations that nourish elder wisdom and inspire hope. This book is all
about finding and offering hope. It's about I claiming the full meaning of eldership
and knowing that elder-women have much to offer. This collection of 365 daily
reflections offers elderwomen (and younger women who wish to listen in) an
opportunity to nourish the wisdom and deep knowing that comes from life
experience. It also holds out the potential for growth, the op-portunity to waken to
different perspectives that can lead to rich possibilities and courageous actions.
This is territory Donna Sinclair knows well. Retired from a 35-year career as a
respected journalist, Sinclair has found plenty of life and purpose to carry her
forward. In particular, she has come to realise the important roles elderwomen
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play in our society -- remembering the past, speaking out against injustice,
seeking to restore the balance of creation. Sinclair also knows that in order to
accomplish these difficult yet essential tasks, elderwomen need to nourish their
inner life. The challenges women face today are so enormous and threat-ening,
that it is easy to fall into despair. For this reason especially, elderwomen need to
seek hope and share it generously as Sinclair does here.
The book represents a dramatic step forward in discussing the principles,
processes, and practices of visionary strategic leadership. While most of the
existing literature covers the subject from organizational and management
perspectives, the book focuses on a holistic view of the corporation and all of the
supporting entities and customers and stakeholders. The book addresses new
theories, methods and practices that are in line with 21st century dynamics. The
book is on the cutting edge of thought and practice. It discusses constructs based
on the integration of the social, economic, ethical, technological and
environmental considerations. Examples are taken from numerous industries in
the U.S., Europe, Pacific Rim and South America. The book portrays the global
phenomenon. The discussions are based on real world needs and expectations.
There is a huge audience of executives, professionals and practitioners who
need to understand the opportunities and challenges of today and in the future.
There are scholars, professors and business leaders who will view these
perspectives as real world approaches being practiced by global corporations
today.
"Peace in Turkey 2023: The Question of Human Security and Conflict
Transformation, by Tim Jacoby and Alpaslan èOzerdem, explores how the
Kurdish conflict could possibly be transformed towards positive peace. Using
scenario-writing derived from peace theory to highlight new ways to consider
political violence in Turkey, this study will appeal to both specialist and nonspecialist students and teachers from a diverse range of disciplinary
backgrounds"-Evaluates thought-leaders in e-commerce. This book explores the impact and
significance of e-business as illustrated by the work and thinking of a number of
key players in the field. Its aim is to be a guide for business people who are
looking to make optimal and profitable use of e-business, as well as to students.
What increasingly affects all of us, whether professional planners or individuals
preparing for a better future, is not the tangibles of life—bottom-line numbers, for
instance—but the intangibles: our hopes and fears, our beliefs and dreams. Only
stories—scenarios—and our ability to visualize different kinds of futures adequately
capture these intangibles. In The Art of the Long View, now with the addition of
an all-new User's Guide, Peter Schwartz outlines the "scenaric" approach, giving
you the tools for developing a strategic vision within your business. Schwartz
describes the new techniques, originally developed within Royal/Dutch Shell,
based on many of his firsthand scenario exercises with the world's leading
institutions and companies, including the White House, EPA, BellSouth, PG&E,
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and the International Stock Exchange.
From the Foreword by Marshall Fisher, The Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania: As generation of academics and practitioners follows generation, it
is worthwhile to compile long views of the research and practice in the past to
shed light on research and practice going forward. This collection of peerreviewed articles is intended to provide such a long view. This book contains a
collection of chapters written by leading scholars/practitioners who have
continued their efforts in developing and/or implementing innovative OR/MS tools
for solving real world problems. In this book, the contributors share their
perspectives about the past, present and future of OR/MS theoretical
development, solution tools, modeling approaches, and applications. Specifically,
this book collects chapters that offer insights about the following topics: • Survey
articles taking a long view over the past two or more decades to arrive at the
present state of the art while outlining ideas for future research. Surveys focus on
use of a particular OR/MS approach, e.g., mathematical programming (LP, MILP,
etc.) and solution methods for particular family of application, e.g., distribution
system design, distribution planning system, health care. • Autobiographical or
biographical accounts of how particular inventions (e.g., Structured Modeling)
were made. These could include personal experiences in early development of
OR/MS and an overview of what has happened since. • Development of OR/MS
mathematical tools (e.g., stochastic programming, optimization theory). •
Development of OR/MS in a particular industry sector such as global supply
chain management. • Modeling systems for OR/MS and their development over
time as well as speculation on future development (e.g., LINDO, LINGO, and
What’sBest!) • New applications of OR/MS models (e.g., happiness) The target
audience of this book is young researchers, graduate/advanced undergraduate
students from OR/MS and related fields like computer science, engineering, and
management as well as practitioners who want to understand how OR/MS
modeling came about over the past few decades and what research topics or
modeling approaches they could pursue in research or application.
Foresight for Organizations will acquaint the reader with various foresight
methods and tools, to show the reader how these methods are used, what the
pitfalls are and how the methods relate to each other. This innovative volume
offers the reader the ability to carry out a study of the future by him- or herself
and apply the results in a decision-making strategy process. The author
addresses the following methods: scenarios, trend analysis, the Delphi method,
quantitative trend extrapolation, technology assessment, backcasting and
roadmapping; the most relevant and popular methods that also cover the range
of approaches from predictive, via normative to explorative. Every chapter also
contains references to additional literature about the methods being discussed.
This book is essential reading for researchers, academics and students in the
areas of Community Development, Sociology of organizations, Change
management, Social entrepreneurship, Sustainable development and
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Whether the art form is theater, dance, music, festival, or the visual arts and
galleries, the arts manager is the liaison between the artists and their audience.
Bringing together the insights of educators and practitioners, this groundbreaker
links the fields of management and organizational management with the ongoing
evolution in arts management education. It especially focuses on the new
directions in arts management as education and practice merge. It uses cases
studies as both a pedagogical tool and an integrating device. Separate sections
cover Performing and Visual Arts Management, Arts Management Education and
Careers, and Arts Management: Government, Nonprofits, and Evaluation. The
book also includes a chapter on grants and raising money in the arts.
In a paperback edition featuring a new foreword, the author of The Art of the
Long View makes predictions about the business world of tomorrow, arguing that
such challenges as terrorism, a dynamic global economy, and rapidly changing
technology, rather than threatening today's companies, are presenting
predictable opportunities for growth. Reprint. 12,000 first printing.
getAbstract Summary: Get the key points from this book in less than 10 minutes.Peter
Schwartz evidences charming honesty and humility about his experiences building
scenarios. He learned from his failures, so he includes them, as well as his rather
impressive successes. Schwartz emphasizes that scenario planning is not the same
thing as predicting the future and that complete accuracy is not the goal. Yet, it is still
striking how accurately his 1991 scenarios played out. He may have missed a few
specific events and trends but, if you'd based your actions on his scenarios, you would
have been well-equipped for the last two decades. His very useful principles of scenario
planning and multisource information gathering have not changed since he delineated
them. The result is a classic. getAbstract recommends this book to entrepreneurs,
organizational decision makers and anyone interested in strategic planning, futurism or
change.Book Publisher:Copyright 1991 by Peter SchwartzPublished by arrangement
with Currency Books/Doubleday, a division of Random House,
Inc.www.randomhouse.com
Strategic thinking rather than strategic planning is the key to sustainable success.
Strategy involves a broader look, a deeper analysis and a longer time-frame. Strategic
thinking is about considering the consequences of developments and possible
developments, of actions and possible actions, on the success, prosperity and
continuity of people, organizations or communities. And it is about the kind of success,
prosperity and continuity that we seek. This study explores strategic thinking on the
basis of strategy literature and cognitive psychology. It reviews studies of how strategic
decision-makers operate, including the military. It helps to recognize strategic thinking
ability in individuals, to teach strategic thinking and to foster it in those at the helm:
directors, executives, commanders and public administrators.
Discover a strategic planning method called scenario planning that is used to plan for
the future of an organization while embracing uncertainty. A case study of the Royal
Dutch/Shell Group illustrates the scenario planning method. And a checklist of trigger
questions helps you identify organizational assumptions in the scenario planning
process.
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A riveting account of espionage for the digital age, from one of America’s leading
intelligence experts Spying has never been more ubiquitous—or less understood. The
world is drowning in spy movies, TV shows, and novels, but universities offer more
courses on rock and roll than on the CIA and there are more congressional experts on
powdered milk than espionage. This crisis in intelligence education is distorting public
opinion, fueling conspiracy theories, and hurting intelligence policy. In Spies, Lies, and
Algorithms, Amy Zegart separates fact from fiction as she offers an engaging and
enlightening account of the past, present, and future of American espionage as it faces
a revolution driven by digital technology. Drawing on decades of research and
hundreds of interviews with intelligence officials, Zegart provides a history of U.S.
espionage, from George Washington’s Revolutionary War spies to today’s spy
satellites; examines how fictional spies are influencing real officials; gives an overview
of intelligence basics and life inside America’s intelligence agencies; explains the
deadly cognitive biases that can mislead analysts; and explores the vexed issues of
traitors, covert action, and congressional oversight. Most of all, Zegart describes how
technology is empowering new enemies and opportunities, and creating powerful new
players, such as private citizens who are successfully tracking nuclear threats using
little more than Google Earth. And she shows why cyberspace is, in many ways, the
ultimate cloak-and-dagger battleground, where nefarious actors employ deception,
subterfuge, and advanced technology for theft, espionage, and information warfare. A
fascinating and revealing account of espionage for the digital age, Spies, Lies, and
Algorithms is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the reality of
spying today.
Taking the Long View argues in a series of engagingly written essays that remembering
the past is essential for men and women who want to function effectively in the
present--for without some knowledge of their own past, neither individuals nor
institutions know where they have been or where they are going. The book illustrates its
thesis with tough-minded examples from the Church's life and thought, ranging from
more abstract problems like the theoretical role of historical criticism to such painfully
concrete issues as the commandment of Jesus to forgive unforgivable wrongs.
' In the 50th anniversary year of Singapore''s independence, it is timely to trace our
developmental journey in order that young Singaporeans students, visiting tourists and
foreigners working in Singapore may be informed about why and how Singapore
succeeded, despite tremendous odds. The two volumes relate the developmental
stories and secrets of Singapore, so that other developing countries can be inspired to
achieve their own successes. It is a story worth telling, so that the great achievements
by our Pioneer Generation will be recorded, and which may serve as an inspiration to
the younger generations to guide them for the next 50 years. Contents:Volume
1:Foreword by Ambassador Tommy KohIntroductionHow Singapore Manage Political
DissentThe Idea of SingaporeSingapore''s Success in Creating a National
IdentitySingapore as a Developmental ModelWhy Are Some Countries Exceptional?If
China Can Learn from Singapore, Why Not Vice Versa?Graduation Address at James
Cook University ConvocationHow to Build CharacterThe Practical Application of
KnowledgeHuman Resource Development (HRD) in SingaporeKnowledge Economy:
The Intellectual Development of SingaporeVolume 2:Foreword by Ambassador Simon
D''CruzIntroduction: The Three DreamsA Tale of Three Cities: Shanghai, Hong Kong
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and SingaporeTwelve Points on Singapore''s Foreign PolicySingapore–Japan
RelationsWhy Singapore Needs the United NationsLessons from Our HistoryWhat
Singapore May Offer to RussiaSingapore-India RelationsThe Soft Power of
SingaporeAfterword: The Struggle for Singapore Readership: Students, economists,
political scientists and the general public interested in the following areas: the
achievements of Singapore; economic development, political governance and
leadership issues in Singapore; and ASEAN affairs. Key Features:It is written simply so
that students and young adults can understand the story of modern SingaporeIt is
written as essays which deal with key aspects of the Singapore story, so it goes beyond
a simple historyIt deals with recent events and trends, so it is timely and
relevantSingapore is one of the Four Asian Tiger economies, whose economic
achievements serve to guide and inspire the next wave of rising Asian economies, such
as the rest of ASEAN countries, China, India and elsewhere in the world. This book is
useful for many readers who may be curious to learn in further detail how Singapore
overcame tremendous obstacles to achieve a respected position in the
worldKeywords:Singapore;Systems;Development;History;Features;Politics;National
Identity;Nation-Building;Human Resource Development;Knowledge Economy;Foreign
Policy;Singapore–Japan Relations;Singapore–China–Hong Kong
Relations;Singapore–Russia Relations;Singapore-India Relations;Soft Power'
Bringing together contributions by some of the leading experts on ASEAN, this work
focuses primarily on the political-security and economic dimensions of ASEAN cooperation. Other areas for ASEAN co-operation, such as finanical matters and
environmental protection are also considered.

"The biography recounts Rosenberg's full story for the first time. Art critic for The
New Yorker from 1962 until 1978, Rosenberg, together with Clement Greenberg,
radically reshaped the interpretation of art in the post-World-War-II period by
promoting and examining abstract expression. But Rosenberg was also a social
and literary critic-writing about art was just one aspect of his work. Harold
Rosenberg: A Critic's Life weaves together Rosenberg's life and literary
production, cast against the dynamic intellectual and social ferment of his time.
Rosenberg's mid-century linking of the New York School with the art
establishment, together with his observations on the commodification of the
artwork and the evisceration of the "self" in favor of celebrity (especially in his
often-cited essay "The Herd of Independent Minds") make this book especially
topical"-To adequately protect an organization, physical security must go beyond the
"gates, guns, and guards" mentality that characterizes most security programs.
Creating a sound security plan involves understanding not only security
requirements but also the dynamics of the marketplace, employee issues, and
management goals. The Complete Guide to Physica
‘In the finish it is ideas which drive change … However, we should never let
history, no matter how significant, prevent us from operating more effectively in
the interests of workers and the wider society.’ A Long View From the Left is a
memoir by Max Odgen, a longtime Australian Communist Party member, unionist
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and ALP member. Tracing Max’s 60 years as a union and political activist, it
offers many rich lessons for everyone involved in the workforce. During his long
career Max rose from a metalwork apprentice to shop steward and then a Trade
Unions Industrial Officer, where he worked with and alongside the greats of the
Australian union and ALP movements such as Laurie Carmichael, Bob Hawke
and Bill Kelty. Using his unique combination of persistence, persuasion and wit,
he was instrumental in setting up the AMUW education program (in partnership
with Laurie Carmichael and Bob Richardson), and his work was crucial to
transforming the standards and work practices of many national industries. Max
was also witness to and involved with numerous campaigns that shaped
Australian society – anti-Vietnam protests, the South African anti-apartheid
movement, advocating for a shorter working week and universal health care, as
well supporting the role of women in the workforce. As always, his main loyalty
was to members of the Australian workforce. His desire for them to be treated
with fairness, dignity and pride drove him relentlessly. A Long View From the Left
is not only a fascinating and personal record of contemporary cultural and
political ideas, but a revealing and valuable contribution to our social history. Max
Ogden was born in Melbourne in 1938. Born into a predominantly left-wing
family, Max was asked to leave Cubs because he refused to sing God Save the
Queen and salute the flag. Max rose to prominence as a union representative
with the AMWU. Over his sixty-year career Max was involved in many of the
pivotal demonstration campaigns that shaped Australian society, and he
continues to write and speak on contemporary labour and industrial relations
matters today. ‘I know of no one who writes so well about the Australian
labour/Labor movement, its past, as well as its possible futures.’ — Brian Howe,
former Australian Deputy Prime Minister 1991–1995 ‘In many ways the AMWU’s
education program set the pattern for worker education in this period, and Max as
Victorian Education Officer was crucial to its success ....’ — Andrew Dettmer,
National President, Australian Manufacturing Workers Union (AMWU) ‘Max is
one of those people who helped make the Australian social democratic system.
His story adds weight and interest to the Australian model.’ Bill Kelty , ExSecretary of the Australian Council of Trade Unions, 1983-2000 ‘You will be
inspired and instructed about how to effectively tackle our future challenges.’ —
Anna Booth, Deputy President of the Fair Work Commission ‘Max’s story gives
great insight into an important part of our Australian working class and union
history.’ Michele O’Neil, ACTU President
The Art of the Long ViewPlanning for the Future in an Uncertain WorldCurrency
A comprehensive guide, this book covers employee relations and the legacy of
quality and reengineering, and discussions on the growth of public personnel
management in state and local sectors. The authors discuss affirmative action
and equal opportunity case law, work and family issues, the Volcker Commission
findings, an analysis of federal pay reform and innovative classification and
compensation systems currently implemented by federal agencies, a discussion
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of constitutional and legal issues facing public personnel administration in areas
such as AIDS and drug testing, figures and tables on collective bargaining laws
and trends, and more.
Everything you wanted to know about being a moderately successful poet, but
were too tired to ask.
The International Handbook of Educational Change is a state of the art collection
of the most important ideas and evidence of educational change. The book
brings together some of the most influential thinkers and writers on educational
change. It deals with issues like educational innovation, reform, restructuring,
culture-building, inspection, school-review, and change management. It asks why
some people resist change and what their resistance means. It looks at how men
and women, older teachers and younger teachers, experience change differently.
It looks at the positive aspects of change but does not hesitate to raise
uncomfortable questions about many aspects of educational change either. It
looks critically and controversially at the social, economic, cultural and political
forces that are driving educational change. School leaders, system
administration, teacher leaders, consultants, facilitators, educational researchers,
staff developers and change agents of all kinds will find this book an
indispensable resource for guiding them to both classic and cutting-edge
understandings of educational change, no other work provides as comprehensive
coverage of the field of educational change.
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